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POINTS TO REMEMBER

Bank Robbery Act__Impojj0 of Conc-entSentences for Multiple Simultaneous
Violations of Various Subsections of 18

In number of recent decisions Courts of Appeals have vacated sen
tences under the Federal Bank Robbery Act where the trial Court had imposed
separate sentences on counts charging simultaneous violations of subsections

and of 18 U.S.C 2113 These multiple sentences were vacated
even though they were made to run concuent with each other on the basis that

multiplicity of sentences may adversely affect
prisoners opportunities for

parole or pardon ed States 347 2d 354 9th Cir 1965Machibroda 338 2d 947 6th Cii- 1964 p1aidndv
States 384 2d 370 5th Cir 1967 Cf Bentonv MYnd U.S 784
790 1969

In One of these recent cases ed States
440 2d 978

5th Cir 1971 the defendant was convicted on two counts of an indictment
charging him with Violations of 21l3a and and he received

COflcui-i-ent sen
tences of 10 years Ofl each count though Upholding this

conviction the
Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals

reemphasized the basic proposition established
inPrthce United States 352 U.S 322 1956 that the subsections
and of 18 U.S.C 2113 simply set forth various types or aggravat forms of

single offense
Accordingly the Fifth Circuit held it was improper to impose

separate sentences for violations of subsections and 1/ of 2113 even
though they were made to run concuent with each Other

Other cases Which have held
sini1arly are United States Foster

440 2d 390 7th Cir 1971 United States Foy 441 2d 398 5th Cir
1971 Cruz v..United States 439 2d 155 9th Cir 1971

In view of these
holdings care should be taken to make sure that

district judges impose sentence on only One count where the defendant found
guilty of simultaneous violations of subsections

and Cd

See United States Attorneys Bulletin Vol 19 No March 1971
page 125 for procedure to follow where violations of 2113 and are charged

in the same indictment
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Extortion--Applicability of the Hobbs Act
18 U.S.C 1951 to Extortia-iate Demands
Made Upon Banks and Airlines

In the past few months there has been an increase in the number ofextortion attempts directed at banks and airlines many of which attempts havenot been prosecutable under the Federal Extortion Statutes 18 U.S.C 875 and876 or the Federal Bank Robbery Statute 18 U.S.C 2113 Although in certainof these situations various Federal false information statutes might be applicablesuch as 18 U.S.C 844e or 18 U.S.C 35b these statutes are limited in
their coverage and have lesser penalties than would otherwise be appropriate inan extortion situation In this regard it should be noted that the Hobbs Act18 U.S.C 1951 can be used in many of these situations The Hobbs Act provides that

Whoever in any way or degree obstructs delays or
affects commerce or the movement of any article or commodity
in commerce by robbery or extortion or attempts or conspiresso to do or commits or threatens physical violence to any
person or property in furtherance of plan or purpose to do
anything in violation of this section shall be fined not more
than $10 000 or imprisoned not more than twenty years or both

Under the Hobbs Act Federal jurisdiction depends on whether the extortionists threat might in any way obstruct delay or affect commerce 1/and it does not depend on the use of any instrument of commerce to communicatethe threat Accordingly since an extortionate demand made directly or in
directly upon financial institution or commercial air carrier would or mightobstruct delay or affect commerce the Hobbs Act would apply to such extortion attempts

The Hobbs Act has the advantage of avoiding those jurisdictionallimitations contained in 18 U.S.C 875 and 876 which require that the extortion communication must be transmitted in interstate commerce or throughthe mails Thus Hobbs Act violation can still be crged even though theextortion scheme is carried out by means of intrastate phone calls or withoutthe use of the mails e.g hand-delivered notes Furthermore the HobbsAct provides maximum of 20 years Imprisonment regardless of the type of extortionate threat whereas sections 875d and 876 permit only maximum term

1/

Even minimal interference with interstate commerce is prohibitedunder the Hobbs Act See Stirone United States 361 U.S 217 215 1960United States Tropiano 418 2d lOTCir 1969 cert den 397U.S 1021 1970 Cf U.S Pranno 385 2d 387 389 7th Cir 1967cert den 390 U.S 944T1968 SeØtheLabor Racketeering Manual April 1971for additional cases and information
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of twoyears imprisonment and/or $500 fine if the threatetied injury is to the

property of another

The Hobbs Act would also be useful in bank extortion situations inas

much as 18 U.S.C 2lI3does not contain any provision making it crime to

attempt to extort money from bank or savings and loan association and only

if bank funds are actually obtained by an extortionist does there exist possible

prosedution for bank larceny 18 U.S.C 2113b 2/ Some of the situations

where it might be useful to return an indictment charging Hobbs Act violation

are as follows

Where an extortionate demand is made upon financial institution

or airlir and the threat Is communicated by local phone calls hand-delivered

notes etc

Where an extortionate demand made upon financial institution

or airline is communicated by use of the mails or an interstate communication

but the threat is directed only against property

Where an extortionate demand is made upon financial institution

and

no money is actually taken from the person or presence of anybank

employee

no payment is made to the extortionist or the extortionist fails to

pick up money left at the designated drop point

the extortionist obtains the money and therefore 2113 would be

applicable but no person is assaulted or no persons life is put

in jeopardy by use of dangerous weapon or device

2/

The robbery provision 2113 Is not applicable in many cases since

the extortionist does not take the money directly from any person which is an

essential element of robbery prosecution but rather in executing his extor

tion demands specifies that the money is to be left at designated drop point

some distance from the bank In these circumstances the only applicable sub-

section of the Bank Robbery Act is the larceny provision 2113b and even this

provision may have no application if the extortionist fails to pick up the bank

money
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In any of these situations where it may be desirable tO charge

violation under the Hobbs Act the General Crimes Section should be consulted

Furthermore prior to returning an indictment under the Hobbs Act the Management

and Labor Section should be ntified

CRIMINAL DIVISION
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ANTITRUST DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Richard McLaren

DISTRICT COURT

SHERMAN ACT

OIL COMPANIES ENTER CONSENT JUDGMENT IN SHERMAN ACT

CASE

United States The American Oil Company et al Civ

370-65 June 30 1971 DJ 60-57-176

On June 30 1971 proposed consent decree containing provisions

substantially the same as the prayer for relief in this case was filed with the

court On July 29 1971 an amendment altering one sentence of this proposed

judgment was filed Motions for intervention by treble damage claimants

were filed on July 28 1971 These motions requested impounding of the

record and the granting of access thereto by private plaintiffs hearing on

these motions was held before Chief Judge Anthony Augelli on August 12

1971

The Government opposed the intervention of the applicants but made

no objection to their presenting their views as arnici curiae The Government

argued that the applicants did not have right to intervene under Civil Rule

24a because they did not have the requisite interest in the subject of the

action The Government contended that the treble damage applicants were

sufficiently protected in their interests and could not show that the Govern-

ment acted with disregard of the public interest It was further argued that

the applicants should not be permitted to intervene under Rule 24b because

it would be against the Congressional intention expressed in section of the

Clayton Act to prevent the Government from negotiating consent decrees

when the relief agreed to was adequate in terms of the relief prayed for

Finally it was argued that the proposed judgment provided effective relief

and was in the public interest The Government proposed limited

impounding order which also granted access by interested third parties to

certain materials in the Governments possession

Chief Judge Augelli heard the applicants as amici curiae but denied

their motions for intervention and their request for the inclusion of an

Itasphalt clauseti in the decree He then signed the proposed final judgment

Expressing an interest in liberal disclosure Judge Augelli put off

ruling on the motion for an impounding order until August 30th He asked all

interested parties to provide the Court with reasons as to why the requested

material should not be made available to the treble damage claimants
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In addition he requested the Government list the general categories of

documents pertaining to this case which it held in its custody

The final judgment contained the following provisions

nationwide injunction prohibiting any defendant from entering

into any agreement with any refiner to fix the prices at which gasoline shall

be sold to any third person to suggest to any refiner or any distributor or

dealer prices at or pricing policies under which any of them shall sell

gasoline to any third person to furnish to any competitor information con

cerning the prices at which it intends to sell gasoline to any third person
and to refuse to sell or limit the sale of or make any conditions for the sale

of gasoline to any third person

Defendants would give up the exercise of any rights they may have

under fair trade laws in the States of New Jersey Pennsylvania and Delaware

for period of five years from the date of the entry of the judgment

Each of the defendants are enjoined from suggesting to any re
finer the prices at or pricing policies uider which such refiner or any

distributor or dealer of such refiner shall sell gasoline to any third person

coercing any of its distributors or dealers to adhere to such defendants

suggested retail prices and requesting or urging any refiner to refuse to sell

or limit the sale or make any conditions for the sale of gasoline to any third

person

Staff Bernard Wehrmann Bruce Repetto Bernard Hollander
Robert Ludwig William Costigan Harry Burgess
and William Kilgore Jrdeceased Antitrust Division
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CIVIL DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Patrick Gray III

COURTS OF APPEALS

CHOICE OF LAW

FIFTH CIRCUIT HOLDS THAT FEDERAL RATHER THAN STATE LAW
GOVERNS FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION TRANSACTIONS AND THAT

THE APPLICABLE FEDERAL RULES ARE TO BE FASHIONED FROM THE

UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE

United States Hext No 29003 decided June 23 1971 DJ

136-74-197

The Farmers Home Administration loaned Hext approximately $39 000

under the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act 1941 secured by

chattel mortgage properly recorded on Hext upcoming cotton crop When

the crop was harvested Hext processed it at his gin company had it com
pressed by Harlington Compress Company and its sale arranged through

Marshall and Marshall Hext also ginned and arranged for the sale of cotton

grown by other farmers through Harlington and Marshall Payments made

by the buyers were ultimately credited to the account of Hexts gin company
and the balance at the end of the crop year in that account was insu.fficient to

repay the FHA loan Hext was insolvent so the United States sued the corn-

presser and sales agent for Conversion on the theory that their actions were

inconsistent with the Governments security interest The district court

entered judgment for the United States

On appeal the Fifth Circuit reversed The Court first decided the

issue of whether federal or state law applied and followed the decisions of

the majority of the Courts or Appeals in concluding federal law applied

because of the Governments substantial interest in having uniform law

govern these transactions As to the course of that law the court reasoned

that the Uniform Commercial Code adopted in every state but Louisiana is

now the principle fount of general commercial law governing secured trans

actions and that there was no reason not to apply it to FHA farm loans

This results the Court noted in uniform federal law but cautioned that

particular state court or legislative interpretations of the Code would not be

binding unless they were reflective of the weight of authority consistent

with the operation of the FHA program or desirable as precedent
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On the merits the Court concluded that the government was aware
when it perfected its security interest that Hext also sold cotton including
his own to public and that buyer in that situation takes free of any

security interest under Section 9-3O7 of the UCC The Court held that

because the buyer took free of the security interest and could not be liable

in conversion the agents who arranged the sale were not liable in conversion

Staff Alan Rosenthal Civil Division and Alexander Humphrey
formerly of Civil Division

TORT CLAIMS ACT

SINCE UNDER NEW MEXICO LAW PROPERTY OWNER OWES NO
INDEPENDENT DUTY TO AN EMPLOYEE OF SUBCONTRACTOR ON HIS

PROPERTY GOVERNMENT IS NOT LIABLE DESPITE NEGLIGENCE OF
GOVERNMENT INSPECTOR AND EQUALLY LIABLE EMPLOYER MAY
NOT RECOVER CONTRIBUTION FROM GOVERNMENT

United States Fidelity Guaranty Co United States 10
No 266-70 decided August 17 1971 DJ 157-49-240

United States Fidelity Guaranty Company brought this action against
the United States pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act 26.U S.C
1346b and 2674 seeking contribution from the United States as joint
tort-feasor with USFGs insured the Taylor Company The Taylor Company
had contract with the Bureau of Indian Affairs to construct buildings in
New Mexico and during the roofing of these buildings an employee of the

roofing subcontractor fell through ventilator hole which was covered only
with tarpaper Taylor had covered the hole with tarpaper and also at the

Government inspectors suggestion with pywood but the plywood had been

removed for the final roofing operations

The employee sued Taylor in state court and USF8G Settle that case
USFG then brought this action for contribution upon theory that the

Government inspector was equally responsible with Taylor for the employees
injuries The district court entered judgment for the United States holding
that under state law an owner of premises who has neither reserved nor

exercised direction or control over the work of an independent contractor

owes no duty to the contractors employee to protect him from dangers incident

to the work or created by the negligence of those who employed him
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On appeal the Tenth Circuit affirmed The Court sustained the district

courts finding that the Government was not in control of the work and

that the activity was not inherently dangerous and held

the trial court stated that the governments

inspector was as negligent as the contractor

however since there was no duty owed from

the government to the injured person this

conclusion is of no particular significance

and was so treated by the trial court See

Eutsler United States 376 2d 634

10th Cir and United States Page 350

Zd 23 10th Cir. added

Staff Walter Fleischer and Ronald Glancz Civil Division

VETERANS REEMPLOYMENT RiGHTS

RETURNING VETERAN IS ENTITLED TO THOSE RIGHTS TO
TRANSFER TO JOBS WHICH ON THE BASIS OF HIS SENIORITY WOULD
HAVE BEEN HIS HAD HE NOT ENTERED MILITARY SERVICE

Leo Wood Southern Pacific Co No 25 213 decided August 17

1971 Di 151-12C-9

The plaintiff Leo Wood was hired by the Southern Pacific Railroad in

1961 as fireman In August 1963 he was drafted into the military service

and following his honorable military discharge returned to Southern Pacific

in September 1965

While Wood was in the military service Congress authorized the

establishment of an arbitration board to resolve the problem plaguing the

Railroad industry of an excessive number of firemen Pursuant to the award

of this arbitration board the railroads were given the right to offer firemen

in the order of their seniority comparable job with the railroad Within

certain limits management was free to select the comparable jobs to be offered

If fireman elected to accept comparable job he would receive guaranteed

earnings for period of years 11 he rejected the offer he could be severed

once firemen junior to him who had declined the offer of comparable job

were severed
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While Wood was in the milirary service the railroad want down the

seniority roster of firemen offering them comparable jobs and then going

back up the roster severed all but the most senior firemen who had de
dined comparable jobs Had Wood remained with the company on December 28
December 28 1964 he would have been offered the choice of selecting either

telegraphers job or Switchmans job That option was auforder the firmen

immediately below him in seniority -However since he was in military service

the company did not afford him this choice

When Wood returned from military service in September 1965 the

company offered him the job of telegrapher He instead claimed the right

to choose switchmans job which the company refused to afford him Since

he did not select the telegraphers job and was now the most junior fireman
the company severed him

Wood represented by the United States Attorney then brought this

action in the district court claiming that had been deprived of his re
employment right under 50 App 459 The district court denied him
relief but the Court of Appeals reversed holding that he was entitled to the

opportunity to become switchman If appellant is now denied the same
choice of jobs offered to his peers during his absence he will be penalized
for having served his country in the military The requirements of the

statute cannot be satisfied by giving returning veterans seniority in Some
general abstract Sense and then denying them the perquisites and benefits

that flows from it

Staff Robert Kopp Civil Division
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__CRIMJI.TAL DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Will Wilson

COURT OF APPEALS

NARCOTICS AND DANGEROUS DRUGS

EVIDENCE NECESSARY TO ESTABLISH THAT DEFENDANT

POSSESSED METHAMPHETAMINE WITH INTENT TO SELL DE
LIVER OR DISPOSE IT TO ANOTHER IN VIOLATION OF 21

333q3

United States Peter Reuben Ortiz 10 No 466-70

August 1971 D.J 12-13-259

The defendant Ortiz was convicted on two counts charging him

with violations of 21 U.S.C 331g1 and 21 U.S.C 331g3 An

undercover agent of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs

made contact with the defendants cohort one Noland as result of

this contact the agent delivered to mountain cabin quaitity of

ether and phenyl-2-propanol which are precursors in the manu
facture of methamphetamine The cabin was placed under constant

surveillance for period of days the agents observed the defendant

and Noland passing substances from one container to another Later

that day the agents observed flash of light in the cabin and puff

of smoke

The agents then obtained search warrant and executed it The

search of the cabin produced small quantity of di-methamphetamine

and small box which contained traces of the drug Splashes on the

walls and ceiling of the cabin were also taken and an analysis of them

indicated that they were di-methamphetamine hydrochloride While

the agents approached the cabin to serve the warrant they passed an

out-building which they looked into and observed glass jar contain

ing substance which appeared to be methamphetamine search

warrant for the out-building was obtained and found therein was

gallon jar containing 89% dI-methamphetamine suspended in ether

the contents weighed 1/2 pounds Also found was plastic cold

pack holding pounds of the same solution 59% of which was dl

methamphetamine Other ingredients and articles for the manu
facture of methamphetamine were also found

After upholding the searches of both the cabin and out-building

the Court of Appeals turned to defendants contention that therç was

insufficient evidence to convict him on the count charging possession
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with intent to sell The defendant argued that there was na evidence

tending to show that his purpose was to sell deliver or dispose of the

drug to another as prohibited by 21 U.S 3319q3

The Court conceded that there was no proof of an actual sale by
the defendant The Court stated however that the judge viewing the

contents of the two containers found in the out-building could properly
conclude that the drugs were possessed for sale delivery or disposal

to another Also the legislative history of 331g3 reveals that Con
gress believed that the quantity of drugs found in an individuals posses
sion should bear directly upon the question of whether or not his posses
sion is for his own use or for the purpose of illicit transactions involv

ing others The Court said that it would not require the trial judge to

ignore the physical properties of the containers before him one gal
lon jar and cold pack To answer the defendants argument that the

trial judge could not by merely looking at the containers determine

whether this was large or small amount of drugs the Court held

that while the governments proof did not establish the relative purity
of the drugs but only that one jar contained 89% methamphetamine
by weight and that the other jar contained 58% of rnethamphetamine

by weight it was clear that the defendant possessed large quantity
of the drug which was more than he would possess for his own per
sonal use

However the Court indicated that proof of the purity of the drug
and proof of the number of dosage units which could typically be made
from it would have given rise to more powerful inference that the

defendant possessed the drugs for sale It indicated that in future

cases the presence or absence of such proof could well be critical

This case is an indication of the type of proof which the courts
will require in cases charging possession with intent to sell con-
trolled substance in violation of 21 841a1 Accordingly
in such cases proof of the relative purity of the drug involved and

proof of the number of typical dosage units which could typically be

made from such quantity should be adduced whenever possible

Additionally proof that the quantity found would typically not be

consumed by the defendant for his own personal use should be ob
tained if possible from the chemist

Staff United States Attorney James Treece
Assistant United States Attorneys Gordon

Allott Jr and Richard Spelts of Colorado
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PROTECTION OF THE PRESIDENT 18 1752

TITLE OF PUBLIC LAW 91-644 OMNIBUS CRIME
CONTROLACTOF 1970 JANUARY2 1971

Purpose of Title

Title provides for the exercise of Federal jurisdiction over

disorders and misconduct in relation to Presidential residences
offices and areas which are designated by the Secretary of the

Treasury and restricted by regulations because the President may
be or is located there for some period of time however brief in

duration or in the absence of such designation notice is given

by posting of signs or cordoning off of the area The Title adds

Section 1752 Protection of the President to Title 18 United States

Code and amends Section 3056 of Title 18 to provide punishment
for impeding the Secret Service without the element of uforcet which
is required by 18 U.S.C 111 in the performance of duties imposed
in that Service by this Title

The statute was enacted to protect the physical safety of the

President and the orderly functioning of his office regardless of

geographical situs in view of the increasingly difficult problems
confronted by the Secret Service and Federal state and local law

enforcement agencies which cooperate with it created by greater

exposure of the President during his travels and the greater diversity

of the audiences he must face in this day and age In view of the

violent rhetoric and occasional violent action espoused or used by
some extremist groups there is also fear that mentally unstable

persons might be provoked to make an attempt on the Presidents
life

The statute authorizes the Secretary of the Treasury to desig
nate by notice-type publication buildings and grounds which con
stitute the temporary residences of the President and the temporary
offices of the President and his staff and to prescribe regulations

governing ingress or egress to such buildings and grounds and to

posted cordoned off or otherwise restricted areas where the

President is or will be temporarily visiting These designations
and regulations were published in the Federal Register and became
effective on August 18 1971 See Fed Reg Vol 36 No 160

pages 15746-47 In addition Chapter IV Title 31 of Code of

Federal Regulations is amended by adding Sections 408 and

These Sections set forth the authority the designation and the

rules governing ingress and egress
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The statute makes it misdemeanor for person or group of

persons to willfully and knowingly engage in certain conduct in viola
tion of the statute or regulations issued thereunder

Section 1752 prohibits the following acts

With respect to buildings or grounds designated by
the Secretary 31 CFR 408 as temporary Presi
dential residence or as temporary office of the

President and his staff-

willfully and knowingly entering or remaining
therein in violation of the Secretarys regula-

tions

willfully and knowingly obstructing or imped
ing ingress or egress to or from the premises

willfully and knowingly engaging in any act of

physical violence against any person or property

engaging in disorderly or disruptive conduct

with the intent to disrupt or impede the orderly
conduct of Government business or official func
tions if such interference in fact occurs

proximity to as distinguished from presence

in the designated premises is sufficient if each

of the other elements is present

With respect to posted cordoned off or otherwise

restricted areas where the President is or will be

temporarily visiting in the absence of notice-type

publication such posting etc must take place
substantial time in advance of the temporary visit

and above

Section 1752 further provides maximum punishment of $500
or six months imprisonment or both for violation and attempt or

conspiracy to violate the Section for venue in the Federal district

court having jurisdiction of the place where the offense occurred and
that none of the existing Federal or local laws are superseded by

the Act
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Second Title amends Section 3056 of Title 18 by adding

new paragraph which makes it crime willfully and knowingly

to obstruct or interfere with Secret Service agent engaged in the

performance of his duties

Although state and local ordinances differ as to the exact extent

of their coverage almost everything proscribed in Section 1752 is

presently outlawed in some form or other at the state or local level

Section 1752 makes these activities Federal offense so that the

Secret Service has the authority to prevent such activities

Section 1752 will not however supersede any existing state

or Federal laws regarding the maintenance of order and the protec-

tion of persons and property in any jurisdiction Local law enforce-

ment agencies will continue to have the responsibility to assist in

providing protection to the President while he is visiting their local

ities to conduct criminal investigations involving violations of state

and local statutes which result from Presidential visit and to fur
nish police officers in adequate numbers to control demonstrations

and other disturbances occurring in close proximity to places where
the President is visiting Senate Report No 91-1252 91st Cong
2d Sess pp 10 11 Difficulties in proof of the elements of guilty

knowledge or scienter required for violation of the statute may well

leave local action as the only effective recourse in many instances

unless previous ejectment other encounter or special circum
stances are present and will serve to prove the defendant acted

willfully and with knowledge

Sectional Analysis of Title

In subsections a1 and the phrase willfully and

knowingly precedes description of activities prohibited there
under This clearly limits the reach of those provisions to acfs

of entering remaining obstructing impeding or engaging
in physical violence resulting from deliberate informed de
cision of the defendant to enter etc Accordingly we find it dif
ficult to conclude that proof of less than notice in fact of the designa
tion or restriction of place will suffice to establish violation of

these three subsections Given an entry under sufficiently aggravated

conditions we might well test these issues by concurring in prosecu
tion despite inability to prove actual notice However as practical

matter we suggest that United States Attorneys decline prosecution
when the circumstances indicate the subjects honest ignorance of

the fact of designation or restriction Regulations designating places

of temporary residence and governing ingress and egress thereto and

to restricted areas have been published in the Federal Register as
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aforementioned By obtaining judicial notice of such publication the

benefit of certain presumptions follows and publication is fact tend

ing to prove scienter but is probably not conclusive on the issue See

44 1507 References in the legislative history to such publica
tion appear to address themselves more to the utility of publication in

avoidance of chilling effect on free speech and possible problems of

vagueness than to provision of some form of constructive notice or

knowledge Publication enables those who would address the President

by way of demonstration to inform themselves in advance of applic
able regulations and of places where demonstrating may involve risk

of violating Section 1752

The recent decision of the Supreme Court in the case of

United States International Minerals and Chemical Corporation
402 U.S 558 decided June 1971 affords some guidance on the

scienter issues discussed above In that case the Department took

the position that proof that one has knowingly violated regulations

in the transportation of hazardous and dangerous materials did not

require proof of actual knowledge of the regulations and specific in
tent to violate them The Court held that the work knowingly in

the statute pertains to knowledge of facts and where dangerous prod
ucts are involved the probability of regulation is so great that anyone
who is aware that he is in possession of or dealing with them must be

presumed to be aware of the regulation

Aside from questions as to scienter subsection is es
sentially no trespassing or unlawful entry provision con
cerned with the right to enter and remain in certain areas It

reaches one who in violation of regulations governing ingress or

egress to places designated or enumerated in subsections a1i
and ii willfully and knowingly enters or remains in such place
It is similar to District of Columbia Code Section 22-3 102 which

40 U.S.C 101 makes applicable to all public buildings and grounds

belonging to the United States within the District of Columbia It is

also similar to 40 U.S.C 193f 1-3 dealing with unlawful entry

on the United States Capitol grounds or in its buildings There is

no question as to the Governments right to control such presence
Adderley Florida 385 39 1966

The first of the places to which this subsection applies is the

buildings or grounds designated by the Secretary of the Treasury as

temporary residences of the President or temporary offices of the

President or his staff 31 CFR 408 The places so designated

are places utilized by the President with some repetition or for

substantial or indefinite periods of time thus making feasible an
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advance formal notice-type publication of the fact of.designation

Cross reference in subsections a2 disruptive conduct a3
impeding ingress and egress and a4 physical violence makes

those subsections also-applicable to such designated places

In the second category of places is any posted cordoned off or

otherwise restricted area where the President is or will be temporarily

visiting This makes provision for protection of the President during

his travels without requirement for advance formal designation Again

cross reference in subsections a3 impeding ingress and egress and

a4 physical violence makes those subsections applicable to re
stricted areas However subsection a2 disruptive conduct does

not apply to restricted areas See Report supra pp 11 The

reason for exempting subsection a2 is not apparent from the legis

lative history It appears to reflect an accommodation to First

Amendment considerations Need for protection of place of tempo

rary visit from disruptive demonstration is not so great as in the

case of temporary residence or office and protection of the lat

ter places imposes restrictions on only few places as opposed to the

many places involved albeit relatively fleetingly in temporary
visits

Subsection a2 outlaws the intentional disruption of Govern

ment business at designated residences or offices This subsection

is designed to require both an intent to impede or disrupt as well as

an actual impedance or disruption The intent requirement is not

necessarily specific intent- -a showing of reckless disregard of con-

sequences would suffice. Report supra 11 Also intent to

disrupt one Government function which in fact disrupts other Govern

ment business would fall within the area proscribed by this sub

section The proscribed actions are however limited to disruptive

or disorderly conduct Government business or official functionsit

does not include purely political party type business or functions

Of course demonstrations at any temporary office of the President

remain subject to state and local nuisance unlawful entry and tres

pass laws count under this subsection requires allegation and

proof of the fact of designation but we see no basis for require
ment of proof of knowledge with respect thereto under this sub
section

Subsection a3 outlaws any intentional interference with ingress

or egress to or from any of the buildings grounds or areas referred

to in subsection This subsection is designed to assure the orderly

flow of personnel and material This provision is similar to 40

193f and dealing with the United States Capitol buildings and

grounds There is no question as to the Governments right to regulate
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crowds to preserve free ingress and egress to buildings Similar

obstruction statutes have been upheld by the Supreme Court See

Cameron Johnson 390 611 1968 and ox Louisiana

379 U.S 536 1965 and casescited therein

Subsection a4 outlaws any intentional act of physical violence

against any person or property within the buildings grounds or

areas of subsection a1 The underlying concept of violence is

force and the word is frequently defined as meaning force an abuse

of force physical force force unlawfully exercised It implies ex
ternal physical contact The statutory term physical violence
therefore encompasses physical assaults on the person of another

but not circumstances denoting only an intention of using force against

person

Subsection sets forth the penalty for violation and at

tempts or conspiracies to commit such violations

Subsection provides that violations will be prosecuted by

the United States Attorney under the jurisdiction of the Federal dis
trict court where the offense occurs

Subsection authorizes the Secretary of the Treasury to pre
scribe regulations designating buildings and grounds constituting

temporary Presidential residences and regulations governing ingress

or egress to such buildings or grounds or to areas where the Presi
dent will be temporarily visiting

Subsection specifically provides that the section does not

supersede any of the laws of the United States or the states or the

District of Columbia This is in accord with the intent of this sec
tion to provide uniform minimumof Presidential protection in

certain specified situations and still rely upon other Federal state

and local laws and ordinances for other forms of Presidential security

Report supra 14

The second section of the Act amends Section 3056 Title 18
United States Code Secret Service powers by making it unlawful

knowingly and willfully to obstruct resist or interfere with Secret

Service agent who is engaged in protective functions This amend
ment does not apply to interference with other Federal officials such

as members of the Executive Protective Service who might also be

engaged in protective functions at Presidential offices or residences

It is presently felony under Title 18 United States Code Section 111

forcibly to assault resist oppose impede intimidate or interfere
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with Federal law enforcement officers including Secret Service

agents in the performance of their duties Unlike 18 U.s.c 111
amended Section 3056 appears to require proof of knowledge of the

victims official status Compare the similar distinction drawn

between 18 U.S 111 and 26 U.S 7212 in United States

Rybicki 403 2d 599 6th Cir 1968 In prosecutions under

Section 3056 showing of utilization of force by the defendant would

not be necessary It would suffice to show that the defendants will

ful action constituted an obstruction or resistance to or interference

with the performance of the protective duties of Secret Service

agent Report supra 14 This offense provides the authority

for Secret Service agents to arrest persons who engage in activities

which could nullify or reduce the effectiveness of security precautions

taken by the Secret Service without the necessity of establishing

that such interference was forcible or aggressive in character

This second section also includes the new Section 1752 in the

list of Secret Service protection functions enumerated in Section 3056

of Title 18

Constitutionality

Constitutional attacks on Section 1752 would most likely fall

in two categories--that it is overbroad or vague or that it is in viola

tion of the First Amendment

defendant might try to argue that the section has chilling

effect on an individual seeking to demonstrate thereby impinging

upon the free exercise of First Amendment rights because there

would be no way of predicting whether ones activities were actually

violating the law or not It is believed that the question of vagueness
is overcome by the formal designation of the buildings and grounds

that are subject to the regulations published in the Federal Register

In addition to appropriate signs giving notice of temporary
residence or of restricted area we understand that to meet the

special problems of notice in merely restricted areas the Secret

Service will endeavor to post personnel in appropriate locations to

give direct verbal notification to persons seeking to enter without

authority or otherwise act in violation of the statute It will still

be possible to assemble peacefully wherever the President or his

office is located No longer however will Presidential security

depend upon differing local ordinances

The basic legal theory underlying the provisions of this statute

is that of trespass Subsection a1 concerned with the rightto
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enter and remain in certain areas might be attacked by defendants

contending that conviction under this subsection would deprive
them of their rights of free speech assembly petition and due

process of law and equal protection of the law The Government
has the right to control presence on Government property and

physical presence on the designated grounds is clearly covered by
regulations See Adderley Florida supra which upheld the

validity of the Florida trespass statute as it was applied to demon-
stration on non-public jail driveway and adjacent county jail premises
It is well established that because demonstrations involve conduct
they are subject to reasonable regulations when necessary to protect
other legitimate Government interests See Cox Louisiana 379

U.S 559 1965 In Edwards South Carolina 372 U.S 229 1963
the Supreme Court held invalid conviction of demonstrators under

breach of the peace statute because of the indefinite loose and

broad nature of the statute The Court pointed out however 372

U.S 236

We do not review in this case criminal

convictions resulting from the even handed

application of precise and narrowly drawn

regulatory statute evincing legislative judg
ment that certain specific conduct be limited

or proscribed

Section 1752 is aimed at specific categories of conduct denounced
in terms of reasonable specificity that is knowingly and willfully

Indeed subsection a1 is far more circumscribed than the general
trespass statute upheld in the Adderley case The language of the

Court in Adderley supra is applicable here 385 at 42

The Florida trespass statute under

which these petitioners were charged cannot

be challenged on grounds It is

aimed at conduct of one limited kind that is
for one person to trespass upon the property
of another with malicious and mischievous

intent There is no lack of notice in this law
nothing to entrap or fool the unwary

It is anticipated that First Amendment objections may well be
raised as to the validity of subsection a2 which outlaws the inten
tional disruption of Government business at designated residences
and offices It should be emphasized again that subsection a2 is

not aimed at suppression of peaceful and orderly protests and does
not apply where there is no disturbance of others and no disruption
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of Government activities See United States OBrien 391 U.S 367
376 1968 the dissent of Justice Douglas in Adderley supra and the

opinion of the Court in Cox Louisiana supra discussing Louisiana

statute prohibiting picketing near courthouse with the intent to obstruct

justice The Court stated 379 at 564

We hold that this statute on its face is

valid law dealing with conduct subject to regu
lation so as to vindicate important interests of

society and that the fact that free speech is inter

mingled with such conduct does not bring with its

constitutional protection

Subsection aZ might also be attacked with the argument that

the phrase within such proximity to makes the statute unconstitu

tionally vague However the Court in Cox Louisiana supra up
held the language near in statute prohibiting picketing near
courthouse and stated that although it was clear there was some lack

of specificity the statute gave administrators narrow discretion to

construe the term and that demonstrators would rely on the administra

tive interpretation The Court stated it has recognized this type of

narrow discretion as the proper role of re3ponsible officials in making

determinations concerning the time place duration and manner of

demonstrations

Subsection a3 outlaws any intentional interference with in

gress or egress to or from any of the buildings grounds or areas

of subsection a1 The Supreme Court upheld the Mississippi Anti-

Picketing law which prohibits picketing in such manner as

to obstruct or unreasonably interfere with free ingress or egress to

and from any county courthouses in Cameron Johnson

390 U.S 611 1968 Similarly the Court held in Schneider State

308 U.S 147 161 1939 that prohibition of conduct which has the

effect of interfering with ingress or egress does not abridge constitu

tional liberty since much activity bears no necessary relationship on

the freedom to distribute information or opinion

Other Considerations

If the buildings constituting temporary offices of the President

or his staff or if building the President is temporarily visiting is

Federal property under the charge and control of the General Services

Administration and disruptive conduct occurs on such property viola

tors may also be prosecuted for violation of General Services Regula
tions promulgated pursuant to 40 U.S.C 318 found in Section 101-19.3
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of Title 41 Code of Federal Regulations These regulations have
been held constitutional against attacks that they violate the First

Amendment and are vague and overboard in United States Akeson
290 Supp 212 Cob 1968 United States Sroka
307 Supp 400 1969 and United States Cassiagnol et al
420 2d 868 1970

United States Attorneys should also be aware of Public Law
1-217 March 19 1970 which reconstituted the White House Police

as The Executive Protective Service and increased its authorized

strength from 250 to 850 The direction of the Executive Protective

Service is responsibility of the Director of the Secret Service and
it performs such duties as the Director of the Secret Service may pro
scribe including protection of any building in which Presidential of
fices are located While the Executive Protective Service could there
fore be utilized anywhere Presidential offices are situated the Secret

Service has indicated its primary responsibility will be to insure

adequate protection from demonstrations and other large disturbances

occurring in the Washington area particularly near foreign

diplomatic missions

Because it is of the utmost importance that the President be

fully protected at all times against the isolated deranged individual
if the mental competency of violator of this section comes under

suspicion commitment to the Federal Medical Center Springfield
Missouri is recommended rather than utilization of the services of

the local or nearest available psychiatrist of hospital See Depart
ment of Justice Memorandum No 534 January 16 1968 which
discusses procedures for handling such exceptional cases and

Memorandum No 611 February 19 1969 which outlines procedures
for dismissals in conjunction with civil commitment of defendants
found incompetent

When Presidential visit or sojourn is scheduled the United
States Attorney should be alert to indications of plans by individuals

or groups which may result in activity in violation of Title If

such activity is anticipated the United States Attorney shoulc after

consultation with the appropriate office of the Secret Service con
sider whether preventive measures such as temporary restraining
order would be useful and whether the United States Attorney should
be present at the scene He should also advise the Department of

Justice in Washington as early as practicable of the anticipated

activity so that background information on the individuals or groups
concerned which is available to the Department may be furnished to

the appropriate offices and agencies
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Investigative Responsibility

The Secret Service will conduct investigations of alleged viola

tions of the Act and forward copies of all investigative reports to the

United States Attorney and to the Criminal Division

pervisory Jurisdiction

The General Crimes Section of the Criminal Division has super

vi.sory jurisdiction over the enforcement of Title of the Act and

should be notified as early as practicable of the intended or actual

institution of prosecution of significant cases Any questions regard

ing the interpretation or application of this statute should be dis

cussed with the General Crimes Section Attorneys using telephone

extension 2346 or familiar with this statute
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_____LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Shiro Kashiwa

COURTS OF APPEALS

ENVIRONMENT

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION REGULATIONS FOR THE IMPLE
MENTATION OF THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT IN AEC
LICENSING PROCEEDINdS DETERMINED TO BE INADEQUATE AND NOT
IN ACCORD WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE ACT RETROACTIVITY
FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ACT

Calvert Cliffs Coordinating Committee Inc et al Atomic
Energy Commission etal C.A D.C Nos 24839 24871 Jul 23
1971 D.J 90-1-4-261 90-1-4-263

These actions were brought on petitions for review of an order of
the Atomic Energy Commission in which the AEC established standards to

implement the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act of

1969 in the field of licensing nuclear power facilities and specifically the
refusal of AEC to issue show cause order with respect to suspension of

the construction permit on nuclear power plant The Court of Appeals
determined that the AECs regulations were inadequate for they did not

comply in several specified respects to the dictates of NEPA and remanded
the proceedings to the Commission for further rule making

Specifically th Court found the following deficiencies in the regu
lations NEPA does not permit an agency such as the AEC to carry out its

environmental responsibilities outside the hearing process even where no
party raised environmental issues Making only provision for envir
onmental data to accompany an application through the agency review

process without consideration from hearing board is not proper appli
cation of NEPA since the agency is directed to consider environmental
effects of their actions to the fullest extent possible Therefore the
court said the AECs regulations must provide for independent substantive
review of environmental matters in all applications for facilities uncon
tested cases as well as contested Thus it is irrelevant that party
fails to raise environmental issues

Secondly the Court found in AECs regulations time lag for
implementation which it termed shocking NEPA became effective on
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January 1970 but the Commissions rules prohibited consideration of

environmental issues in proceedings officially noticed before March 1971

The court rejected the Governments arguments that an orderly transition

period was necessary in which to apply the new standards and immediate

application of NEPA and the new regulations to all proceedings underway
since January 1970 would result in delay prejudicing the need for power
AEC was directed to apply NEPA environmental considerations to all nucle

ar power licensing actions which took place after NEPA became effective

Thirdly the Court required AEC to n-iake provision in its regulations

for independent evaluation and balancing of certain environmental factors

such as thermal effects notwithstanding the fact that other federal or state

agencies have already determined that the proposed facility does not violate

their own environmental standards The Court termed abdication that

part of the regulations governing water quality standards No support was
found for the Governments position that NEPA when read in conjunction

with the Federal Water Pollution Control Act permitted AEC to defer to

other agencies evaluation that facility complies with water quality stand

ards The Court held that NEPA requires the commission toweigh on

case-by-case basis the costs against the benefits of each facility consid

ering all environmental costs

Finally the Court directed the AEC to make provision in its regu
lations for environmental review in those proceedings in which construction

permits for facilities were issued before NEPA became effective but in

which operating licenses have not yet been issued This situation was of

immediate concern to the category The Court specifically said Although
the projects in question may have been commenced and initially approved

before January 1970 the Act clearly applies to them since they must
still pass muster before going into full operation The Court further

suggested that in order to review the environmental impacts of such facil

ities the Commission should consider in its regulations provisions for

temporarily halting construction pending environmental review as well as

requiring the backfitting of techological improvements to those facilities

as such improvements become available

AEC is in the process of revising its regulations to comply with this

opinion

Staff Edmund Clark Land and Natural Resources Division
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PUBLIC LANDS

UNSURVEYED ISLANDSIN NAVIGABLE STREAM DO NOT PASS

WITH PATENT TO RIVERFRONT LAND FEDERAL LAW CONTROLS

United States Severson No 18 476 Jul 23 1971

90-4-109

Following Scott Lattig 227 U.S 229 1913 the Court held that

unsurveyed islands in navigable stream do not pass to the patentee of

shoreside land The existence of state court decisions to the contrary does

not affect this matter of federal law On the controlling effect of federal

law see also Huges Washington 389 U.S 290 1967

Staff John Olson United States Attorney Wisc

CONDEMNATION

VALUATION OF CLAY DEPOSITS INCOME AND CAPITALIZATION
METHOD OF VALUATION REBUTTAL EVIDENCE

United States 45 131 44 Acres in El Paso Fremont and Pueblo

Counties Cob General Refractories Co 10 No. 524-70 Jul 28
1971 D.J 33-6-153-26

The United States appealed from jury award of $1 250 000 in

condemnation case where the expert testimony ranged from low of $77 000

to high of $1450 000 The landowners methods of valuation comparable
sales cost less depreciation or capitalization of income and were permit
ted over objection to give their opinions of value

The United States used the comparable sales method of valuation as

direct evidence of value and attempted to utilize as rebuttal evidence

testimony based on the income method of valuation

The landowners had kept no records of the production of clay being
mined from the property being valued This prevented our experts from

using any factual foundation for their computations The district court

refused to permit the Governments witnesses to allocate the actual pro
duction among the properties of the landowners on the basis for their rebutt
al of testimony founded on income The district court was affirmed in

excluding this rebuttal evidence This ruling is said by the Court of
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Appeals to be based upon the record before the Court that the income

method of evaluation was not used by witnesses for thŁowners tt

Staff George Hyde Land and Natural Resources Division

DISTRICT COURT

ENVIRONMENT

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT MINERAL EXPLORA
TION IN NATIONAL FOREST INDISPENSABLE PARTIES

State of Alabama Arthur Woody et al No 3406-N M.D
Alabama D.J 90-1-18-934

This is an action by the State of Alabama seeking to enjoin mineral

exploration and mining in the Bankhead National Forest Plaintiff main
tamed that Forest Service officials violated NEPA in failing to file an

environmental statement prior ot permitting Peabody Coat Co to prospect

for minerals reserved in deeds pre-dating Government acquisition of the

surface Additionally plaintiff alleged that strip mining is contemplated

the only method of exploiting coal reserves on the Bankhead On this

basis plaintiff sought an order prohibiting such methods of mining on the

grounds that the reserved rights do not include the right to mine by such

methods and that the granting of such rights would subert the national

forest organic acts and violate the Governments public trust Further

Alabama sought to enjoin issuance of permit by the Department of the

Interior to explore for federal minerals

Hearing on plaintiffs motion for preliminary injunction was held

August 1971 The Government took the position that the owners of the

reserved rights were indispensable parties that Peabodys mineral explor
ation for privately-owned minerals in general forest zone did not involve

major federal action and that since neither strip mining nor action on

Peabodys application for permit to explore for federal minerals was
imminent there was no case or controversy and plaintiff could demonstrate

no irreparable injury

On August 11 1971 Judge Varner entered an order denying
the motion for preliminary injunction The accompanying opinion concludes

that the State failed to show injury would occur by reason of Peabodys
exploration activities The Judge further concluded that there was no
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showing strip mining was imminent and held that any judicial Interference

at this point would be premature since there were federal and state adrnin
istrative procedures which would have to be invoked before strip mining
could occur

The State has since filed notice of appeal and requested restrict
ed stay pending appeal

Staff Assistant United States Attorney Kenneth Vines

Fla Arthur Smith Land and Natural

Resources Division


